Here at Koori Kinnections we offer a range of fun and educational Aboriginal programs for pre-school, Kindergarten—Stage 6 incursions. We can adapt our programs to suit what your students are learning in the classroom. The programs are made up of a number of hands-on activities to choose from.

Activities currently being offered:

- Contemporary/traditional Aboriginal dance
- Artefact talk incl. traditional use of plants and animals
- Bushfood talk and taste
- Bushfood cooking (hands on or demo) (stage 2+)
- Jewellery making (stage 3+)
- Weaving (stage 3+)
- Traditional games

For more information about what Koori Kinnections can offer your school please contact:

Jess Sinnott
0435295071
Koori.kinnections@outlook.com.au

10% OFF BOOKINGS FOR MAY!! BOOK BY 30/4 TO RECEIVE DISCOUNT!